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Smart Investor 
Q&A 

What is Tradency? 
Tradency is a pioneering financial technology provider, focusing on B2B product development and 

advanced services for retail investors and retail traders. 

What is your newly launched service? 
We provide prominent financial institutions with a technology allowing them to digitalize their 

investment management offering.  

OK, what does this mean? 
It means that we are designing bespoke digital advisor platforms based on readymade components to 
perfectly suit our clients’ needs. 
  

There are many "robos" in the market, what is unique about your offering? 

How many of those on-the-shelf products have more than 10 years of experience in the financial 
technology market?  How many of them know how to build bank grade platforms that will be able to 
serve 1M+ global users concurrently? Which of these companies can modify their offering to suit your 
specific regulatory and other requirements? 
Our uniqueness lays in our: 

 Stability – our systems are robust, providing bank grade service level standards 

 Customized – we are able to accommodate the client's methodologies and marketing practices 

 Regulation – our systems support localized regulatory compliance requirements 

 Scalability – our systems support hundreds of thousands of end users in real time 

 Experience – over 10 years of experience with complex financial integrations and connectivity 

 Partnership – maintain a competitive market edge through a long term cooperation with a 
technological leader  

 
Can you give me an example of a platform you’ve already produced?  
Yes, have a look at Mirror Trader for the FX, CFD industry, and RoboX our new platform that combine 
robo advisory ease of use with powerful real time packages of algo-strategies. 

 What about regulation? 
We have years of experience dealing with regulators and our platforms are built to comply with the 
regulatory requirements. 
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Coming from the FX market, what experience do you have for this market? 
Our proven track record includes: 
1. Over 100 inter-connectivity integrations with institutional trading platforms 
2. Over 2M end-users using our solutions over the past 10 years 
3. Ability to process more than 50,000 trading orders per second  
4. Handling over 1M trading portfolio advisors (signal providers) over the past 10 years 
5. Execution of over 2M orders over the past 10 years 
  

What components do you have? 
 User Interface - We have 3 types of user interfaces dedicated to 3 different types of audiences 

1. End user interface – easy to use, robo advisor style for real time account status 
communication 

2. Advisors interface – interface for the advisory service providers  
3. Advisors Manager – interface for HQ to distribute information and advisors content  

  (All interfaces are HTML 5 based and fully support a mobile interface). 

 Content distribution system - system which gathers all the advisory information, portfolios, 
recommendations and routes it to the relevant destination (client, advisor, execution etc) 

 Trading execution system - all the required functions for connectivity and execution of trading 
orders, can connect to any API based trading interface 

 Client acquisition, conversion and retention systems – a sophisticated BI system that handles all 
client journey paths and scenarios 

 External API - all components are wrapped around web APIs that allow the client to create 
additional applications and tools using the functions of the components 

 Deployments - the solution can be deployed anywhere, public cloud, private cloud, client hosting 

 Monitoring tools - providing real time monitor tools for the clients  
  

What does a typical project look like? 
The project process usually includes the following stages: 
1. Understanding client’s needs 
2. Defining the environment the solution is placed in 
3. Identifying the components to be integrated 
4. Creating a proposal based on the findings 
5. Approval by the clients 
6. Creating a dedicated project team 
7. Commencing development 
8. Creating a test environment 
9. Releasing milestones based on the project timeline 
10. UAT 
11. Deployment to production environment 
12. 24/7 global support  
  

 What is the business model? How much does it cost? 
We charge a once-off setup fee, a monthly maintenance charge and a percentage commission of AUM.  
A project can run between $0.5m-$2m USD depending on the scope and complexity of the project.  
  
 


